Merit Badge

Archery -Can be completed at Camp
Art -Can be completed at Camp
Astronomy -Can be completed at Camp
Basketry -Can be completed at Camp
Camping: 4B, 5E, 7A, 7B, 8D, 9A, 9B, 9C
Canoeing -Can be completed at Camp
Citizenship in the Community: 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 7A, 7B, 7C, 8
Citizenship in the Nation: 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D
Citizenship in the World-Can be completed at Camp
Climbing -Can be completed at Camp
Communications: 5, 8
Cooking: 4C, 4D, 4E, 5D, 5E, 5F, 6D, 6E
Emergency Prep: 2C, 8B
Environmental Science -Can be completed at Camp
Farm Mechanics -Can be completed at Camp
Fingerprinting -Can be completed at Camp
First Aid-Can be completed at Camp
Fish and Wildlife Mgmt-Can be completed at Camp
Fishing: 10
Forestry-Can be completed at Camp
Geology-Can be completed at Camp
Indian Lore -Can be completed at Camp
Kayaking -Can be completed at Camp
Leatherwork -Can be completed at Camp
Lifesaving-Can be completed at Camp
Mammal Study-Can be completed at Camp
Medicine-Can be completed at Camp
Nature -Can be completed at Camp
Oceanography -Can be completed at Camp
Orienteering-Can be completed at Camp
Pioneering-Can be completed at Camp
Plumbing -Can be completed at Camp
Reptile & Amphibian: 8A, 8B
Rifle -Can be completed at Camp
Robotics -Can be completed at Camp
Rowing -Can be completed at Camp
Shotgun -Can be completed at Camp
Small Boat Sailing-Can be completed at Camp
Soil and Water Cons-Can be completed at Camp
Swimming-Can be completed at Camp
Weather -Can be completed at Camp
Wilderness Survival: 5
Woodcarving -Can be completed at Camp
BSA Lifeguard

1. Submit proof of age. You must be at least 15 years old to participate.
2. Submit written evidence of fitness for swimming activities (signed health history).
3. Swim continuously for 550 yards in good form using the front crawl or breaststroke or a combination of either, but swimming on the back or side is not allowed.
4. Immediately following the above swim, tread water for two minutes with the legs only and the hands under the armpits.
5. Starting in the water, swim 20 yards using a front crawl or breaststroke, surface dive 7 to 10 feet, retrieve a 10-pound object, surface, swim on your back with the object 20 yards back to the starting point with both hands holding the object, and exit the water, all within 1 minute, 40 seconds.
6. Show evidence of current training in American Red Cross First Aid and American Red Cross CPR/AED for the Professional Rescuer or equivalent.
7. Show evidence of current training in the BSA online module for Safe Swim Defense.